Head of Operations

- Proven experience in running a gaming operation (retail or online) in Africa, ideally in Cameroon
- Understanding profiles of local customers and their preferred gaming products, including Sports Betting, Virtuals, Keno, Lotto, Jackpots etc
- Proven knowledge of promotions/marketing within betting or gaming industry
- Extensive knowledge of the local taxation and regulation to ensure we are fully compliant
- Competitor analysis (retail and online) experience
- Understanding of all elements of a betting/gaming operation; payments, marketing, UX, CS, Fraud, Budgets, Product, Ops, VIP etc
- Existing contacts with game suppliers and regulators a big advantage
- Implement and suggest processes and good practices

Who you are:

- You have a wide knowledge of iGaming operations in Cameroon or Africa
- You will be a people manager, inspiring people and manage them effectively, keeping them motivated and productive
- You are a natural leader
- Bilingual (French and English)

send applications to Ngnatat.sarl@outlook.com
company name : Ngnatat Sarl
Industry: Entertainment
application closing date: 29/04/2020
Interviews will be conducted on Skype due to Coronavirus
Employment starting date : immediately